MACREM UPDATE TO VERSION V.03 INFORMATION

You are receiving this email as you are an applicant on the McMaster Research Ethics Board’s MacREM.

MACREM VERSION UPDATE MESSAGE

This is an example of an update message you will see when you login to MacREM concerning the update to V0.3. Please note the warning that only project owners can update forms. Project owners are the applicants who initially created the project, or who transferred the ownership to another applicant.

If you don’t know, or to establish that you are the Project Owner, click the blue Update word. To see who the project owner on a project is, open the project and click on the Collaborators Tile. You and/or your team will be unable to proceed with changes and submissions unless the project owner does the Update.

Version V0.3 published on October 3, 2018

Update message to Users:

1. V0.3 October 3, 2018 is a mandatory update
2. V0.2 forms will no longer be enabled for submission
3. Only Project owners can update
4. Forms cannot be created or submitted unless updated by project owner
5. Links to documents/URLS updated
6. Several new questions
7. Clarifications